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The non-linear autonomous of differential equations 
ii = y a+, + \’ bijxxjx, (ii = dx,/dt, i, j, k = I, 2 ,..., n) 
i.k 
which plays an important role in chemical kinetics and other fields of physics 
(turbulence and plasma physics) is investigated using the Carleman linearization 
procedure. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In many cases a chemical reaction scheme leads to the following non- 
linear autonomous system of differential equations 
n n 
ii = 2 aijxj + 2 bijkXjXk (. E d/dt). 
j=l j.k= I 
(1.1) 
The quantities x, ,..., x, denote concentrations of species. aij and bijk are real 
constants. Let us give some examples. The chemical reactions [6] 
X*+X$+X,, (1.2) 
X, 2 non-reactive products, 
where S represents a reactant or substrate in sufficient abundance so that its 
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concentration is approximately constant, yields the so-called Volterra rate 
equations 
i, = k,x, - k2x,x2, 
i, = k,x,x, - k,xZ, 
(1.3) 
where x, and x2 are the concentrations of the species X, and X, and the k’s 
are rate coefficients. Equation (1.3) possesses periodic solutions. 
Field and Noyes [9, lo] have proposed a reaction scheme (the so-called 
Oregonator) to describe the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction. In this reaction, 
an organic substrate like malonic acid is oxidized by acidic bromate with a 
one-equivalent reducing agent like cerous ion or ferroin as a catalyst. The 
corresponding system of differential equations is a special case of (1.1). 
Further examples of chemical reaction schemes which lead to an equation 
like (1.1) can be found in Rosen [ 111. 
It should be mentioned that the so-called Brusselator (a reaction scheme 
proposed by Prigogine and Lefever [6]) leads to a system of differential 
equations which contain terms like x:x,. 
Also in other fields the above non-linear system of differential equations 
plays an important role. The so-called Lorenz model [7] is a system of three 
non-linear first-order differential equations which originates by means of a 
convenient truncation of the full problem in the Rayleigh-Benard convection. 
The Lorenz model is described by the equations 
$ = a(x* -x1), 
i,=-x,x,+rx,-x,, (1.4) 
&=x,x,-bx,, 
where o, r, and b are given real parameters. For certain values of a, r, and b 
the Lorenz model has a non-periodic (strange) attractor. In plasma physics 
(41 the non-linear system of differential equations 
ii = -vixi + MiXjXk (l-5) 
is important ((i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3) cycl. and vi > 0). In the case of all vi = 0 
(system without damping), one finds (for certain initial conditions) that the 
amplitude explodes, this means the amplitude diverges in a finite time. 
Sufficient conditions for finite escape times in systems of quadratic 
differential equations have been studied by Getz and Jacobson [5]. 
To sum up, we see that the system governed by (1.1) occurs frequently in 
physics and chemistry. So far the described systems have mostly been 
studied from a numerical point of view. 
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The goal of the present paper is to investigate the system described by 
(1.1) applying the linearization procedure of Carleman [2, 3,8]. In this 
approach the non-linear system of differential equations is cast into an 
equivalent infinite system of linear differential equations. When we wish to 
cast the original system into an infinite linear system, the new quantity 
xiiiz. in := -&‘,y;’ xk is introduced and the time evolution of this quantity 
is calculated. Then we obtain an infinite linear system. For our purpose this 
approach is not convenient. What we do is the following: We define the new 
quantities xiliz := xi,xiZ ; xiliZi) := xi,xiZxi, and so on. Then we determine the 
time evolution of these quantities, i.e., we calculate dx,,,/dt and so on and 
(applying the product rule) substitute the original system. The resulting 
infinite matrix has a certain block structure and we are able to obtain the 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions (at least in principle) of the infinite matrix. 
In Section 2 we give a theorem for the Kronecker sum of matrices. In 
Section 3 the inverse matrices of a certain class of matrices are calculated. 
The infinite linear system is introduced in Section 4. In Section 5 an example 
is considered. 
2. CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS AND CHARACTERISTIC VECTORS 
OF A CLASS OF MATRICES 
In this section we state a theorem concerning the characteristic roots and 
characteristic vectors of the Kronecker sum of matrices [ 11. Let @ denote 
the Kronecker product. 
THEOREM 1. Let li be the characteristic roots of the n x n matrix A and 
pj those of the m x m matrix B. Let I,, be the n x n identity matrix. Then the 
characteristic roots of the nm x nm matrix A @ I,,, + I,, 0 B are given by 
Ai + ,aj and the characteristic vectors are given by xi @ yj (where xi denotes a 
characteristic vector of the matrix A and yj a characteristic vector of the 
matrix B). 
Proof: The proof of the first part of the theorem can be found in 
Bellman [ 11. The second part of the theorem can be proved as follows (also 
compare [ 1 I): 
(A 0 I, + InO B>(Xi 0 Yj> 
= (A 0 Im)(Xi 0 Yj) + (InO B>(Xi 0 Y,j> 
= (AXi) 0 (ZmYj) + (In Xi) 0 (BYj) 
= (AXi) 0 .Yj + Xi 0 (BYj) 
= Ai(xi 0 yj> + PjCxi 0 Yj) = Cni + P.jli)Cxi 0 Y,j>’ 
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If A = B and if all eigenvalues of the matrix A are distinct, then the 
characteristic roots of the n2 x n* matrix,4 @I+ I@,4 are given by 
2J , ,..., 21,, I, + A, (multiplicity 2) ,..., A,_ 1 + A, (multiplicity 2). 
3. THE INVERSE MATRICES OF A CLASS OF MATRICES 
LEMMA 1. Let 
be a quadratic matrix, where X, is an n, x n, matrix and X, is an n2 x n, 
matrix. Therefore Y is an n, x n, matrix. Assume that the inverse of the 
matrices X, and X, exist. Then the inverse of the matrix M is given by 
M-,= 
( 
x;’ -x;’ yx;’ 
0 ) x;’ * 
(3.2) 
Proof: Applying the rules for the multiplication of matrices which 
contain block matrices as elements, we obtain M-‘M = I. 
THEOREM 2. Consider the quadratic matrix 
M= (3.3) 
where Xi is a pi xpi matrix (i = l,..., n). Assume that the inverse of the 
matrices X, , X, ,..., X,, exist. Then the inverse of the matrix M is given by 
x-’ 212 21, z,, “’ Zh--l z,, 
XT’ -5, G “’ z*n-I z,, 
x;’ 234 ‘.’ Zp-, z,, 3 (3.4) 
b 0 i, i, “’ xi!, z,:,, 
0 0 0 0 “’ 0 x,’ 
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where 
z,, = -x;‘Y,x;‘, 
z,, =x,‘Y,x;‘Y,x,‘, 
Zln= (-l)“+‘X,‘Y,X;‘Y,X;’ “‘X,‘l YnP,X,-‘, (3.5) 
z,, = -x,‘u,x;‘, 
Z*,=(-l)“X;‘Y,X;’ . ..X.‘,Y,-J,‘, 
Z n-In =-Jr,‘, Y,-,x-l n 
Proof. When we recurrently apply the result given by Lemma 1, the 
matrix M- ’ can easily be found. 
4. THE INFINITE LINEAR SYSTEM 
In the following we restrict ourselves to the case where n = 2. The 
extension to higher dimensions is straightforward. Consider the non-linear 
autonomous system of differential equations 
2 = ,$, aijxj + j$, bijkxjxkv (4.1) 
where aij, bij, E R and i E { 1, 2). In matrix form the system may be written 
as 
(4.2) 
where A = (aij) and x = (x,, xZ)r. T means “transpose.” The initial values 
are xi(t = 0) = xiO. 
Defining the quantity 
xjk := XjXk (4.3) 
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as a new variable we obtain the equation of motion 
2 
zxjk = ;XjXk = Xjik + i,jXk = C (a,,xj, + aj,xlk) 
I=1 
2 
+ X (bk~rnXjX,Xm + bj[,XIxrnxk). 
I,m= I 
(4.4) 
At this stage we take into account both xjk and xki, although xjk = xkj 
because x,~x, = xkxi. 
THEOREM 3. Consider the non-linear system of dlxerential equations 
described by (4.2). Using the quantity xjk which is defined by (4.3), we can 
cast the system (4.2) into the form 
0 
1 
0 ( 
A B 0 
.j2 = 0 A @I, +I, @ A %,,,,x~-vm + %mwmx, (4.5) 
’ \Zlb2,,,,xzx,xm + zb2,,,,x,x,x2] 
where x2 := (x,, , x12, xzl, x22)’ and 
B= b III b,,, b,,, h,, 
b 211 1 b,,, bz,, bm ’ 
(4.6) 
0 (inside the matrix of the right-hand side of (4.5)) is the 4 x 2 null matrix, 
and I, the 2 X 2 identity matrix. Besides the initial conditions x,(t = 0) = Xi0 
we additionally have xjk(t = 0) = xj(t = 0) xk(t = 0) = xjOxkO. 
Proof. Applying (4.4) and the definition of the Kronecker product 
A@Z:=(aijZ) and Z@A:=(a,A), respectively, we can prove the theorem 
by straightforward calculation. 
The characteristic roots of the matrix on the right-hand side of (4.5) are 
given by the condition 
[det(A - LZ,)] [det((A @ I, + I, 0 A) - AZ,)] = 0. (4.7) 
Because of Theorem 1 the characteristic roots of the matrix can be given at 
once. 
Defining the quantity xiik := xixjx,, we can play the same game as above 
and we obtain the system (only the linear part is written down) 
(4.8) 
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where A,=A@Z,+Z2@A and A3=A@Z4+Z2@Az. The matrix B, is 
given by B @ I, + I, @B. x3 is the vector x3 := (xrri, xii2 ,..., x&~. Note 
that we use the lexicographical order. Moreover we get an additive vector on 
the right-hand side of (4.8) where the non-zero elements are of the form 
cijklxixjxkx, (cijkl E R). The characteristic roots of the matrix on the right- 
hand side of (4.8) are given by 
[det(A - AZ,)] [det(A, - AZ,)] [det(A, - AZ,)] = 0. (4.9) 
Continuing the procedure, i.e., we put xijk, := xixjxkx, and so on, we obtain 
an infinite linear system of differential equations and we are able to 
determine the characteristic roots of the associated matrix. We have the con- 
dition 
[det(A - nZ,)][det(A, -AZ,)] “. [det(A. -AZ,,)] ‘.. = 0, 
whereA,=AOZ,“-I+Z,OA,_, (n=3,4,...). 
As a result of Theorem 1 all characteristic roots of the infinite matrix can 
be given when we know the characteristic roots of matrix A. On the other 
hand, to obtain the characteristic vectors we must take into account the 
matrices B, B, = B @ I, + I, OB,..., B,=B@Z,.-, +Z,@Bnp,. Now the 
heart of the problem is to solve the linearized equation 
In the following let n be a finite number. The linear system of differential 
equations can be solved applying the Laplace transform technique. Let y(d) 
denote the Laplace transform of x(t). By straightforward calculation we find 
/ ii 0 A, B B, 0 0 "' .'. 0 
0 d x; B, ". 0 0 
:: 
0 6 6 ... de, BI;I 
0 0 0 0 ‘.. 0 A, 
/ x(O) \ 
-v3 
:I i 
x’-(d) =- x”y 
i 
d4.12) 
1-I xn-'yO) 
I" x"(O) 
where b=A-AZ,,A,=A,-AZ,,..., and x(0) = x(t = 0), x,(O) = x2(t = 0), 
and so on. 
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Because of Theorem 2, we are able to find the inverse of the matrix of the 
left-hand side of (4.12). Then y,(& x(0) ,..., x”(O)), y2(Iz, x(0) ,..., x”(O)), and 
Y,(& x(O),..., x”(O)) are given as a series. The next step is to consider the 
infinite limit, i.e., n -+ co. Obviously, here the problem of the convergence 
arises. Obviously, the convergence domain depends on L, x(O),..., x”(O). 
Finally, we must apply the inversion formula of the Laplace transform. 
Whether or not this program can explicitly be performed depends on the 
form of matrices A and B. In general, it seems to be an impossible task, even 
if the matrix A is a diagonal matrix. However, we can find an approximative 
solution. All this can be considered as a first step for solving higher- 
dimensional systems applying the Carleman linearization procedure. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
As an example we study the so-called Lotha-Volterra model which is 
governed by the following non-linear autonomous system of differential 
equations: 
x,=x, -X,X*, 
i=-x, +x,x,. 
(5.1) 
All kinetic constants are put equal to one. Since the quantities xi and x2 
describe species (or concentrations), we only consider the region x, > 0 and 
x2 > 0. Then the only critical point (in this region) is given by 
(x, , x2) = (1, 1) (time-independent solution). To obtain the behaviour in a 
neighbourhood of the critical point (1, l), we make the transformation 
U, = x, - 1 and u, =x2 - 1. Then it follows that 
Ii,=--u,-u,u,, 
Ii,=u,+u,u,. 
(5.2) 
The linear part of (5.2) can be written as (ti,, rQT = A(u,, uZ)r (T means 
transpose) where 
. (5.3) 
The characteristic roots of the matrix A are given by A,,, = f i. The 
normalized characteristic vectors take the form 
1 i 
0 
1 --I 
e,=21/2 1 ; e2=2’/2 
( ) 
1 - (5.4) 
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Consider now the matrix 
(5.5) 
with det D = i. We choose a new coordinate system according to 
(5.6) 
Consequently, the matrix D-‘AD is diagonal, namely, D-‘AD = diag(i, -i), 
The equations of motion are now given by 
4 = 4 + 2(2,,2) L (-1 + i)(v: - vi), 
(5.7) 
c2 = - iv2 + 2(2,,2) ---L (1 + i)(v: - I$). 
To this autonomous system we apply the Carleman linearization 
procedure. We consider the linearized system (approximation with n = 2) 
where 
-1Si l+i 
a=2(21’2); p = 2(21’2)’ (5.9) 
Then by straighforward calculations, using the Laplace transform technique 
(applying (5.6) in order to obtain the quantities (u, , u2)) we obtain 
u,(t, ulo, u2J = u,~ cost-u,, sin t 
+ b(4, - u:, + Zu,,u,,)(-cos t + cos 2t) 
+ & - u:, - 2u,, u,,)(-sin t + sin 2t) 
+ +(-u:, + u:, - 2u,,u,,)(sin t + sin 2t) 
++rG&-&- 2u,,u,,)(-cos t + cos 2t) (S.lOa) 
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u2(t, u,~, u,~) = u,, cos t + u,, sin t 
++&+U:o+ 2u,,u,,)(-cost+cos2t) 
+ bC& - ui, + 2u,,u,,)(-sin t + cos 2t) 
+ +(-I& + u:, - 2u,,u,,)(-cost+cos2t) 
++TGl-4,- 2u,, u,,)(-sin t - sin 2t), (5. lob) 
where ~,(t =O, ui,,, Us,,) = u,, and uz(f = 0, uiO, uZO) = u2,,. Note that the 
phase-space solution of (5.2) can be given at once solving the subsidiary 
equation 
du, du, = 
-u* - u, u* u1+ UIUZ 
(5.11) 
We find that 
u,-ln(u,+ l)+u,-ln(u,+ l)=c. (5.12) 
In a neighbourhood of the critical point (0,O) the solution given above is a 
good approximation of the exact solution given by (5.12). 
6. CONCLUSION 
Altough the Carleman linearization procedure has been known for a long 
time only a few applications to non-linear systems of differential equations 
have been given. Recently, Montroll and Helleman [8] solved the one- 
dimensional non-linear equation X: = - x + x2 with this technique. Moreover, 
they described how the method can be connected with a perturbation 
approach. In the present paper we have shown how non-linear systems of the 
form ii = xi aijxj + Cj,kbijkxjxk can be treated with the Carleman 
linearization procedure. Since the resulting infinite linear system has a 
certain block structure, the characteristic roots can be found. Whether or not 
the infinite linear system of differential equation can explicitly be solved 
depends on the form of the matrix B. However, we can always find approx- 
imative solutions (n finite). 
The systems under investigations can possess limit cycle behaviour, 
chaotic behaviour, or finite escape time behaviour. The question remains 
open as to how such behaviours can be deduced from the infinite system. 
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